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# Question Answer

101 [IMAGE] Which Peruvian artist (1896 – 1982) was a noted painter of pin-up girls?

102
[IMAGE] Consisting of strawberries or bananas, meringue and cream, which 

traditional English dessert is pictured here?

103
[IMAGE] Which American songwriter, composer and musician (1873-1958) is known 

as the "Father of the Blues"?

104 [IMAGE] Which musical instrument is pictured here?

105 [IMAGE] Who was Australian of the Year in 1995?

106
[IMAGE] First appearing in 1984, who was the world's first computer-generated TV 

host?

107
[IMAGE] Which word refers to the vestigial digit found on the foot of most 

mammals, especially dogs?

108
[IMAGE] Which Russian won gold in the 100 metres freestyle at both the 1992 and 

1996 Olympics?

109
[IMAGE] Which character from the children's TV series "Ben and Holly's Little 

Kingdom" is pictured here?

110 [IMAGE] What named is shared by these 2 children's characters?

111
Benedict Cumberbatch starred in the 2014 film "The Imitation Game" which was 

loosely based on the life of which British scientist (1912-1954)?

112 Spell the surname of the current Queensland premier. [HINT: 10 letters]

113
Who was nominated for both Best Supporting Actress (for "Working Girl") and Best 

Actress (losing out to Jodie Foster) at the 1988 Academy Awards, but won neither?

114
Which word is both a much-covered song title and a transliteration of the Hebrew 

term for "Praise the Lord"?

115 Which vitamin plays a major role in blood clotting?

116 In Rugby League what number jersey does the fullback traditionally wear?

117 Boags beer is traditionally produced in which Australian city?

118
Which Australian male tennis player reached a career-high doubles ranking of 7 in 

2015?

119
Which 6-letter word can be a dessert, or a pleasure trip by an official at taxpayers' 

expense?

120
Many of the works of which 19th century British author are set in the fictional 

counties of Barchester and Barsetshire?

121
What is the usual English name for the cake known in its native German as 

Schwarzwälder Kirschtorte?

122 Six of the world's ten largest companies are involved in which industry?

123 Which TV show uses a stop watch as its logo?

124
Which controversial Australian businessman (b. 1962) describes himself as an 

"international man of mischief"?

125 In 1642 who became the first European to discover New Zealand?

126
Which well-known author's only novel was "The Picture of Dorian Gray", first 

published in 1890?
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127 The headquarters of the Coca Cola Corporation are in which US City?

128 What is the legal term for lying under oath? 

129
What was the name of the upper chamber of the Queensland parliament which was 

abolished in 1922?

130
Which Brisbane southside suburb hosted the lawn bowls during the 1982 

Commonwealth Games?

131 Paisley Park was both the estate and record label of which late American singer?

132
Which 17th century pirate became Lieutenant Governor of Jamaica and now lends 

his name to a brand of rum?

133
Fakes of which historical object were so common that in the 16th century John 

Calvin could claim there were enough to build an entire ship!?

134
At 35 years, which astronaut holds the record for the greatest time between space 

flights?

135
Which Russian word describes three horses harnessed side-by-side drawing a 

carriage?

136

Common examples from science include Schrodinger's cat and Einstein's special 

theory of relativity. What two-word term commonly refers to the "intentional, 

structured process of intellectual deliberation in order to speculate, within a 

specifiable problem domain, about potential consequences"?

137 Which fictional newspaper does Clark Kent work for? 

138
What does the abbreviation VJ stand for in relation to a common construction 

technique?

139 Denis Compton represented which country in international cricket?

140

Involving around 250,000 troops and with at least 70,000 casualties it was possibly 

the deadliest single day in the history of warfare. The Napoleonic Wars battle of 7 

September 1812 took place near, and is named after, which Russian village?

141
George Best made more that 350 appearances for which English football (soccer) 

club?

142
Jeff Wayne's 1978 concept album was based on, and named for, which 1897 science 

fiction novel?

143 In which suburb is Sydney airport located?

144 Which Australian band released the 1981 album "Business as Usual"?

145
Which racehorse has won 7 Group One races and been named Queensland Horse of 

the Year a record 5 times?

146
Which 1981 John Huston film starred Michael Caine, Sylvester Stallone, Max von 

Sydow and Pelé?

147
In which year did Charles Lindbergh make his first solo flight across the Atlantic 

Ocean?

148 The Mediterranean island of Santorini is part of which nation?

149
Also the author of one of the Gospels, who is the patron saint of artists, physicians 

and surgeons, among others?
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150 How many oxygen atoms are in one sulphuric acid molecule?

151 Which continent is named after a mythological princess?

152
First performed in 2013, the jukebox musical "Beautiful" concerns the life and career 

of which American composer and singer-songwriter (b. 1942)?

153
Which hit song of 1968 includes the following line: "Wonder how you manage to 

make ends meet"?

154 Which author created the literary character Tarzan?

155 Which biblical character was the father of Ham, Shem and Japheth? 

156 Which is the only northern hemisphere country to have won the Rugby World Cup?

157 Colin Farrell and Jamie Foxx played police detectives in which 2006 film?

158 Which element makes up about 90% of the alloy bronze?

159 Which sport do the Pittsburgh Pirates play professionally?

160 Who was the Greek god wealth?

161 Which 1970s UK TV comedy series was set in Slade prison?

162 Whose best-selling 1997 album was titled "Come on Over"?

163 Who was the American President when man first walked on the moon?

164 Bruny Island is located off the coast of which Australian state or territory?

165
Passing thought China, India and Bangladesh, what is the tenth largest river in the 

world (by water flow)?

166
Which Frenchwoman is currently managing director of the International Monetary 

Fund?

167 What, according to Charles M Schultz, constitutes happiness?

168 Name any of the 3 Shakespeare plays in which Sir John Falstaff appears.

169 What does an upside-down flag traditionally signal?

170
Paul McDermott, Richard Fidler and Tim Ferguson were members of which 

Australian band and comedy trio?

171
What physical feature do anteaters such as the echidna and armadillo lack that 

virtually all other mammals possess?

172
What fictional substance is also the tile of a 1997 remake of the 1961 film "The 

Absent-Minded Professor"?

173
Extending from the lumbar to the back to the thighs, which is the longest nerve in 

the human body?

174 Which 1988 Tim Burton comedy fantasy film won the best makeup Oscar in 1989?

175 What type of creature is a razorback?

176
Robert Dow is head of a Brisbane consumer advocacy group concerning which public 

service?

177
Which Indian state, bounded by Maharashtra, Karnataka and the Arabian Sea, is the 

smallest with an area of just 3,700 square km?
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178
In metres per second squared, what is the value of "g", the acceleration that the 

Earth imparts to objects on or near its surface due to gravity (to one decimal place)?

179 The Passion Play is performed every 10 years in which German town?

180 What is the only US State that has the name of an English county in it?

181 David Unaipon appears on which Australian bank note?

182 The federal budget is traditionally handed down in which month?

183 Which member of Monty Python directed the 1985 film "Brazil"?

184 Which is the only mammal that can exist on an entirely liquid diet?

185

Which British nurse [1865-1915] helped some 200 Allied soldiers escape from 

occupied Belgium during the First World War before being executed by a German 

firing squad?

186
The federal electorates of Macarthur and Macquarie are located in which Australian 

state or territory?

187
Which English author's works include "High Fidelity" (1995) and "About a Boy" 

(1998)?

188 What is measured using the SI unit ohms?

189 William Burke and William Hare infamously traded which items?

190
Controversial laws concerning which commodity were introduced in Britain by the 

Importation Act 1815, and repealed by the Importation Act 1846?

191 Which actor played the title role in the 1986 David Cronenberg film "The Fly"?

192
The "Annals" and the "Histories" are the two major surviving works of which Roman 

historian and senator (c. 56 - 117 AD)?

193 Which character did Alan Alda play in the TV series "M*A*S*H"?

194 What flavouring is used in Frangelico liqueur?

195
Which major conflict began at Fort Sumpter and ended four years later at 

Appomattox?

196

Which politician was Premier of Queensland from 1919–25 and Federal Treasurer 

from 1929–30, bowing out after his bill to fight the depression using "fiduciary 

notes" was rejected by the Senate?

197 Angola and Mozambique are former colonies of which European nation?

198 Paula Radcliffe is the current world record holder in which athletic event?

199
What is the proper name of the Indooroopilly rail bridge? Like the Victoria bridge, it 

was rebuilt in the late 1890s following the 1893 flood.

200 A vexillologist is an expert in what?
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